2016 Benefit Auction Illustrated Catalog

New York Mineralogical Club, Inc.
Holiday Inn Midtown
June 8, 2016

Lot Viewing: 5:00 pm – 6:00 pm
Auction: 6:15 pm – 9:00 pm
Section 1: Collector Minerals

2016 Benefit Auction of the New York Mineralogical Club
Lot #1
Amethyst (Quartz) from South Africa
Lot #2
Mottramite (Durango, Mexico)
Lot #3
Amethyst (Quartz) from South Africa
Lot #4
Velvet Malachite (Congo)
Lot #5
Barite/Marcasite (Morocco)
Lot #6
Poker Chip Calcite (China)
Lot #7
Lepidolite (Pala, California)
Lot #8
Amethyst (Quartz) from South Africa
Lot #9
Andalusite (Lancaster, Massachusetts) [Note Historic Hugh A. Ford Label]
Lot #10
Cuprite var. Chalcotrichite (Arizona)
Lot #11
Quartz (New Jersey)
Lot #12
Bournonite (Hunan, China)
Lot #13
Tetraedrite on Quartz (Romania)
Lot #14
Adamite & Austinite (Utah)
Lot #15
Blue Spinel on Calcite (Kenya)
Lot #16
Alfredopetrovite (Bolivia) & Magazine with Article by Alfredo Petrov
Lot #17
Velvet Malachite from Congo
Section 2: Jewelry

2016 Benefit Auction of the New York Mineralogical Club
Lot #18
Lace Agate, Opal and Amethyst in Sterling Silver Pendant (Marked Charles Albert)
Lot #19
Large & Small Mabe Pearls in Sterling Silver Pendant
Lot#20
Turquoise Cabochons in Sterling Silver Pendant (Marked Charles Albert)
Lot#21
Peridot and Rainbow Pyrite in Sterling Silver Pendant
Lot#22
Jasper in Sterling Silver Pendant
Lot#23
Diverse Bead (Pearls, Gemstone, Crystals) 18” Necklace
Lot#24
Double-Strand Rutilated Quartz Necklace
Lot#25
Large Blue Topaz with Small White Topazes
Sterling Silver Ring
Lot#26
Red Garnet Cabochon in Sterling Silver Pendant
Lot#27
Amber Inlay in Sterling Silver Pendant
Lot#28
Amber and Silver Choker
Lot#29
Sterling Silver “Weave” Pendant
Lot#30
Lead-Free Pewter Free-Form Form Necklace and Earrings Combo Set
Lot#31
Classic Knot Gold over Silver Earrings
Lot #32
Spectacular “Classical” Shell Cameo
Section 3: Gemstones, Cabs, etc.

2016 Benefit Auction of the New York Mineralogical Club
Lot#33
Faceted Paraiba Tourmaline 2mm Round
10 pts (Brazil)
Lot#34
*Larimar (Blue Pectolite)* Dominican Republic
Lot#35
Polished Moss Agate Slice (Brazil)
Lot #36
(4) Russian Gemstones/ Cabochons
Lot #37
Large Lapis Rough Specimen from Afghanistan
Lot #38
Small Moss Agate Bowl from India
Lot #39
Small Carnelian Ashtray
Lot #40
Mounted Painting Stone (China)
Lot #41
Petrified Wood Slice (Southwest USA)
Lot #42
Green Agatized Wood (Wyoming)
Lot #43,44
Figurines on Massive Pyrite (Peru)
Lot #45
Carved Rabbits in Serpentine (China)
Lot #46
Small Malachite Egg (Congo)
Lot #47
Serpentine Sphere (China)
Lot #48
(2) Lapis “Fetishes” w/ Bails (China)
Lot #49
Modern Marble Bear Fetish with Direction Line (Southwest USA)
Lot #50
Modern Jasper Bear Fetish with Direction Line (Southwest USA)
Lot #51
Polished Fossil Horse Tooth (Pleistocene) with Chrysocolla Inlay
Lot #52
Abstract Carving of a Bear
Lot #53
Polished Amethyst Geode (Brazil)
Lot #54
Polished Emerald in Matrix (Bahia, Brazil)
Section 5: Books, Magazines & etc.

2016 Benefit Auction of the New York Mineralogical Club
Lot #55
Connoisseur's Guide to Gems & Jewels
by Benjamin Zucker

- Autographed by Author and dedicated to Eunice Miles of GIA fame.
- Stained cover but otherwise perfect
Lot #56
Minerals of the World
by Walter Schumann

- A classic!
- Revised and expanded edition
- 1,500 photos
Lot #57
Gemstones of the World
by Walter Schumann

• A classic!
• Revised and expanded edition
• 1,500 photos
Lot #58
“Jade” and “Emeralds” by Fred Ward
Lot #59
2x Mineralogical Records (2013)
Lot #60
4x Mineralogical Records (2014)
Lot #61
2x Mineralogical Records (2015)
Lot #62
8x Gems & Gemology (various years)
Lot #63
Gem & Stone by Jen Altman
Lot #64
3x Rocks & Minerals (various years)
Lot #65
extralapis No. 19 Achat (Agate, in German)
Section 6: Fossils, Meteorites, Science

2016 Benefit Auction of the New York Mineralogical Club
Lot #67
Set of 24 Different Mineral Specimens
Lot #68
Quartz / Anhydrite Cast (New Jersey)
Lot #69
Fossil Peccary Tooth
Lot #70
Fossil Dog Molar
Lot #71
Fossil Beaver Tooth
Lot #72
Fossil Bovine Tooth

Hyopotamus bovinus
Swez Owen.
HEMPSTEAD BEDS
OLIGOCENE
Hemestead, Isle of Wight, Hampshire.
Lot #73
Fossil Bovine (Cow) Molar
Lot #74
Fossil Hyena Tooth
Lot #75
Fossil Alligator Tooth
Lot #76
Fossil Barracuda Tooth
Lot #77
Polished Fossil from Morocco
Lot #78
Synthetic Reddish Quartz (Russia)
Lot #79
Mica with Garnet Inclusions (D’Agostino Label) from North Carolina
Lot #80
Very Flat Faden Quartz Cluster (Brazil)
Section 7: Larger (and Smaller) Lots

2016 Benefit Auction of the New York Mineralogical Club
Lot #81
Large Labradorite (Madagascar)
Lot #82
Large Gemmy Green Fluorite (China)
Lot #83
Large Gemmy Apophyllite (India)
Lot #84
Large Gemmy Apophyllite (India)
Lot #85
Large Pink Stilbite (India)
Lot #86
Large Calcite with Pyrite (China)
Lot #87
Large Fluorescent Meionite (Canada)
Lot #88
Large Fluorescent Fluorite (Weardale, England)
Lot #89
Stranskite (Tsumeb, Namibia)
Section 8: Miscellaneous

2016 Benefit Auction of the New York Mineralogical Club
Lot #90
Flint from Limburg, Netherlands
(From Alfredo Petrov!)
Lot #91
Antique Copper Mining Spoon from Anaconda, Montana
Lot #92
Antique Sterling Silver Mining Spoon from Ketchikan, Alaska
Lot #93
Larger Sterling Silver Mining Spoon marked Fairbanks
Section 9: Late Arrivals & More Minerals

2016 Benefit Auction of the New York Mineralogical Club
Lot #94
Exotic Gems V. 4 by Renée Newman
Lot #95
Spectacular Smokey Quartz (Arkansas)
Lot #96
Quartz Crystal Cluster (Arkansas)
Lot #97
Water-Clear Quartz Crystals (Arkansas)
Lot #98
Rare Demantoid Garnet from Iran
Lot #99
Orpiment, Nevada (Schortmann’s Label)
Lot #100
Rare Green (Chromium) Petrified Wood
Lot #101
Purple Mica, New Mexico
Lot #102
Large Elbaite in Matrix, Mt. Mica, Maine
Lot #103
Descloizite from Namibia (Ford Label!)
Lot #104
Gemmy Topaz Cluster, Charcas, Mexico
Lot #105
Spectacular Amethyst from Namibia
Lot #106 (left)
Garnet in Schist, Manhattan
Lot #107 (right)
Schorl Tourmaline in Matrix, Manhattan
Lot #108
Large Quartz & Pyrite, Location NA
Lot #109
Spectacular Prehnite & Quartz
Jeffrey Quarry, Québec, Canada
Lot #110
Malachite with Cerussite, NSW, Australia
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